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I strongly object to this application being a regular dog walker in these beautiful woods that will be
destroyed by this unnecessary and purely money-making development. There is no requirement for
clay within our area having more than 25 years of reserves already and the fact that the real reason is
to create a landfill site in this beautiful location which is neither required nor needed is just tragic.
The addition of a 15,000 sq ft building in this area is completely inappropriate and flies in the face of
all rural planning restrictions.
Being a regular walker in the woods the wildlife, fauna and trees are stunning and will be destroyed
including rare species of bats which are rare in West Sussex and are an International European
protected species. We are meant to be living in more enlightened times of understanding the
importance of rural ecology and expanding rewilding NOT destroying precious natural environments
that include ancient woodlands. This development would create light pollution in the area which
currently has none. The increase in HGV's will have a huge impact on the local villages which is
already under duress due to all the housing development applications that have been granted. The
"temporary" closure of footpath 792-1 is a joke as 33 years is far from temporary.
The additional traffic to the narrow lanes will not only be dangerous but also cause significant delays
to local traffic effecting commuter and parents doing school runs not to mention added noise and
polution.
If this application is passed, I can only believe it is solely for financial gain only as it completely
unwanted and unnecessary and will hugely effect residents who moved to this fantastic part of the
country to enjoy the countryside. IT MUST BE REFUSED.
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